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“There are few things as transformative as
feeling seen and held by an intact wild
place, merging with the natural world

around you, and coming to see yourself not
as separate but as an important and valued
part of it, feeling a belonging so deep that

there’s no such thing as loneliness.”

ADVANCED PRAISE FOR NEVER ALONE

In her debut memoir, Never Alone, A
Solo Arctic Survival Journey, Woniya

Thibeault, the first woman to win
Alone® on The HISTORY Channel™, tells

the deeper story of her first Alone
adventure, one not seen by fans of the
popular show. In a voice that draws the

reader right into the heart of her
narrative, she shares how beauty kept
her fed when hunting failed, how the
joy outweighed the deprivation, and

how, even as she approached the very
edge of life and death, the hardest

thing of all was having to return home.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

WONIYA THIBEAULT has always been drawn to wild places and the skills our ancestors
used to thrive there. While she has never considered herself a survivalist, her decades spent
honing land-based skills taught her how to live long-term in the wilderness. These skills led
to her invitation to Season 6 of Alone® on The HISTORY Channel™, the focus of her
memoir Never Alone. 
Three years later she became the first female winner of Alone on the all-star challenge,
Alone: Frozen®. Sharing ecological knowledge and ancestral skills to help people to live
wilder, freer, more connected lives is her passion.
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"Well written, sometimes hair-raising, and always
moving. She tells us what it is like to live in that
ancient, primordial way, with unflinching honesty and
vivid insight. Truly a memorable book."
- Hugo award winning author Kim Stanley Robinson
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